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ABSTRACT

It are presented the system of remote observing and mapping of energetic characteristics of
precipitating charge particles and electrodynamic parameters of polar ionosphere from the
orbits of concrete Russian spacecrafts and concrete characteristics of optical onboard
instruments projected for its. It are considered the geometry and conditions of these
experiments for remote sensing diagnostics of polar ionosphere both visible, and FUVregion of spectra. It are considered concrete examples of experimental data obtained almost
simultaneously from the orbits of the spacecrafts IMAGE, TIMED, DMSP F13 and F15,
REIMEI in concrete situations of auroral oval crossing in time concrete geomagnetic
conditions. Results of these experiments are analyzed in aspect methodical advantages and
disadvantages of the experiments and characteristics of imaging and plasma instruments in
time simultaneous observations for processes of interaction of ionosphere with
magnetosphere in time substorms, and in “projection” to characteristics of preparing
Russian orbital experiments.
Introduction
When one analyzes the dynamics of phenomena in the ionosphere, thermosphere, and
magnetosphere and studies the nature of their (M-I) interaction there is necessity of
knowledge of M-I instantaneous state. System of orbital diagnostics of space weather
parameters is continually improved but there are many vagueness in understanding of
electrodynamic links and processes of interaction magnetosphere and ionosphere. To provide
data about energetic characteristics of precipitating from magnetosphere charge particles,
gradients of magnetic and electrical fields, ionosphere conductance, distributions of auroral
emissions, wave processes are supposed to use some polar satellites at different orbits.
Global (large-scale ~10-20 km) and local (small-scale ~1-2 km) resolution can be reach in
remote mapping of distributions of protons and electrons energy fluxes and average energy

from the high and low apogee orbits by the measurements emission intensity with VUV and
VIS auroral imagers. Moreover in spectral region 130-150 nm auroral emissions distribution
can be detected in sunlit hemisphere owing to natural absorption of underlying oxygen
molecules layer. Flux and average energy of precipitating protons and their secondary
electrons in inducing of ionosphere conductance must be account by means of measurement
of Ly-α (from high-apogee orbit) and Hβ emissions intensity (from low-apogee polar orbit).
This is important especially in time quiet geomagnetic conditions. LBH-bands and 135,6
[OI] emission intensities are good remote indicators of electron precipitations from high
apogee, and N2+ and [OI] emissions – from low-apogee polar orbit at the night side. Some
aspects of methodology are seen in concrete examples auroral events (in concrete
geomagnetic and solar wind conditions) obtained from the IMAGE, TIMED and REIMEI
orbits and auroral charge particles data from the DMSP (F13 and F15) orbits simultaneously
in different combinations in two situation. Pitch-distributions that will be measured in future
at Russian satellites from high-apogee orbit (over acceleration region) and from low-apogee
orbit (under acceleration region) simultaneously with gradients of electric and magnetic
fields will allow to monitor the conditions in magnetic tube and to test of solution of the
inverse problem by reconstruction energetic characteristics of charge particles from emission
intensity distributions.
1.Begining from the period when photoplates have appeared geophysicists
accumulate the extensive informative bank of photographic, spectroscopic and
photometrical auroral images, obtained from the Earth and from the different orbits of the
satellites in different sub-regions of spectra (X-ray, EUV, FUV, UV, VIS, IR). This
information provides today the opportunity to research the morphological, spectroscopic
auroral characteristics, and physical processes in magnetosphere-ionosphere (M-I) system.
Auroral images allow to represent all variety of processes in magnetosphere that are
displayed as different auroral forms at plasma-screen of ionosphere and upper atmosphere
eventually. Results of numerous orbital experiments and measurements of charge particle
distributions, magnetic and electric field gradients and waves in different region of
magnitosphere same as the results of measurements of temperature and velocity of winds
and drift in upper atmosphere and ionosphere are integrated in modern interpretation of

electrodynamical processes in magnetosphere-ionosphere-upper atmosphere system. One of
general aspect of understanding of problem consist in that emissions distributions of upper
atmosphere and ionosphere components can used as expedient for continuous remote
diagnostic researches and mapping of electrodynamical state of M-I system both in whole
(in global scale) and same as separate regions (in small scale). In the last age one of the
authors managed to co-ordinate the workers and carry out 26 February 1982 in ~10.50 UT
the experiment at two low-apogee satellites Aureol-3 and IK-Bulgaria-1300 simultaneously
when its crossed in interval 1 minute the same magnetic field tube at different altitudes in
time breakup of substorm in the region of Wrangel island (~21 h MLT) [1]. It was turn out
well that both auroral photometers, and plasma experiments (magnetometers, analyzer of
charge particles) measured and have fixed last phase of substorm on both satellite. Global
FUV auroral images from Spin-Scan Auroral Imager (DE-1 satellite) were absent in near
this time alas.
2. Owing to development of optical, optoelectronic, and informative technologies
resulting in progressive improvement of spectral resolution of spectrophotometric imaging
instruments (imagers), and due to advance in the art of modeling the auroral processes, and,
in the final analysis, the auroral images, they (monochromatic images) have become an
attractive source of information for quantitative estimation (in near real-time mode) of
energy characteristics of precipitating auroral particles and of their effect on the neutral
component. The point is that the mean energy of incident auroral flux of electrons can be
determined with the help of altitude-dependent mechanism of loss, since the height of
maximum energy losses is a function of energy (lower altitudes correspond to higher
energies). The mechanism of losses for emissions in the visible spectral range is a typically
chemical or collisional mechanism, the results of whose action become noticeable at lower
altitudes relative to the altitude of maximum emission intensity Imax. The method is based on
a direct correlation of the ratios of particular chosen emissions radiated by the upper
atmosphere with the energy flux and characteristic energy of accelerated auroral electrons
and ions precipitating from the magnetosphere. The latter dissipate their energy in collisions
over the path along the magnetic field. Together with secondary electrons, they stop at
different altitudes exciting atmospheric and ionospheric constituents proportionally to their

relative abundance at the corresponding altitude. The essence of the method consists in
deriving the energy characteristics of precipitating electrons and ions from the response of
components of the upper atmosphere and ionosphere to precipitation of energetic charged
particles out of the magnetosphere, i.e., from the data of the measurements concrete
emissions intensity distributions.
Mathematically, the reconstruction of energy characteristics of precipitating charged
particles from the intensity of emissions of the components of the upper atmosphere and
ionosphere can be classified as formulation and solution of an inverse problem. In order to
make estimations of the incident energy flux and of the mean energy of precipitating auroral
electrons and ions from the distributions of emission intensities, one should perform
calculations using semiempirical models. These models are developed and refined,
especially as far as the cross sections of reactions of ionization and excitation are
concerned, which are regularly reconsidered theoretically and measured under laboratory
conditions with ever increasing accuracy.
Methodical peculiarities and complexities, details and analysis of correctness of
definition average energy and energy flux of particpating charge particles and electrical
conductance from emissions intensity distribution were considered in [2,3].
Perspective remote mapping diagnostic system of ionospheric characteristics from the
orbits of future Russian spacecrafts consist of: auroral imagers in visible region (AurovisorVIS/MP and Laetitia) and 1 auroral imaging complex of FUV instruments Aurovisor-FUV
(two imaging camera + imaging spectrograph). At Figure 1a can see geometry and
condition of auroral observations from all 3 spacecrafts simultaneously: Electro-VO,
Meteor-MP, and Zond. Figure 1b and Figure 3 show geometry and conditions of auroral
observations of imagers Aurovisor-VIS/MP and Laetitia accordingly. Advantage of the
experiment with Aurovisor-VIS/MP is that magnetic field line projection is inside of field
of auroral image always. It is important quality for testing of solves direct and inverse
problem and reconstruction of energetic characteristic precipitating charge particles from
emission intensity distributions. Instant orientation of Zond spacecraft general axes to Sun
connect with Sun-telescop (+Y) and that is why axes of Laetitia channels can look both
horizon (near winter solstice), and can look to night aurora near equinox (see Fig3).

Structure of perspective complex Aurovisor-FUV can see at Figure 2, and electron and
proton auroral oval can observe with relative small exposition time because Electro-VO
spacecraft has orientation to nadir always. Characteristics of imagers and spacecrafts can
see in Tabl.1, adapted from [3]. Global and local both morphological characteristic
(instantaneous location, sizes and boarders, structure) of electron and proton auroral oval
reflected momentary conditions in magnetosphere and energetic characteristics of
precipitating particles are “production” of the multisatellite imaging system (Figure 1).
Needless to say that information from auroral imagers is effective only if on the spacecrafts
there are instruments (analysers of charge particles, gradiometers of small-scale differential
drops magnetic and electric fields, and instruments measuring electromagnetic emission at
about 100 - 500 kHz and AKR such as for examples instrumental complex “Aurora+” [4],
that planned for one of the Electro-VO spacecrafts.
Logic of our choice of concrete emissions for concrete perspective spacecrafts arose
owing to gathered experience of auroral imaging in projects DE-1, Viking, Freja, Interball2, Polar, Image, Timed, Reimei and e-POP spacecrafts (see appropriate references in [3]).
We are sure that use of visible and FUV auroral emission simultaneously on different orbits
is most efficiently. Apparently it is reasonably to use FUV top-down “all-sky” camera in
spectral region of continuum Schumann-Runge absorption O2 at low apogee spacecraft with
polar inclination of orbital plane (characteristics of this instrument is absent in Table 1).
To provide efficiency of aurora observations from the orbits of 3 different satellites we
intend to use modernized program complex “Interactive mode of Program Vector-M+”
[5,6] block-diagram of functional loading are presented in Figure 7. Functional payload of
this Code is spacious. For examples for use in process of remote controlling there is
function of automatic find of different situations of mutual placing of the spacecrafts in
space, when and which time limit they will be cross the same magnetic field line. Essential
important function of this Code is the tracing along magnetic field and calculation
conjugating matrix of images obtained from two different altitudes that can provide
opportunity of correct definition of electrons average energy field.
3. Methodological particularities of auroral imaging from the orbits be in simultaneous
observations of global auroral oval and its local parts (middle- and small-scale) can see for

examples of simultaneous aurora observations from the orbits of spacecrafts IMAGE,
TIMED, DMSP-F15 and REIMEI. Details of this projects and experiments presented in [711] but most essential aspects of methodology presented in [12,13]. In this section we
present 2 examples (2 situations: situation 1 at Figure 4 and 5 and situation 2 at Figure 6):
almost simultaneous aurora observations of concrete events from the orbits of spacecrafts:
IMAGE+TIMED+DMSP-F15 (in time one of the tooth of sawtooth event 18 April 2002),
see Figures 4 and 5, and TIMED+REIMEI+DMSP F13+DMSP F15 (double auroral oval
and polar border of auroral oval 16 Dec 2005), see Figure 6. All presented images and
spectrograms in Figure 4,5,6 we adapted from sites of data of corresponding space projects
that pointed out inside of every Figures.
3a. Events of conformation, mapping and dynamics of the double auroral oval in dusk
sector have considered in [14]. Events 2 March 2001 and 15 March 2004 in different MLT
sectors have analyzed in this paper with data of auroral images (WIC-IMAGE) and data of
log energy of precipitating electrons and ions and gradients of magnetic field (DMSPF14,F15 and F16). In Figure 9 in [14] authors schematically shows two latitudinal separated
peaks of precipitating electron flux, which correspond to two emission peaks, and
associated FACs and ionospheric convection. Latitudinal distributions of precipitation and
FACs in these events demonstrated varieties combinations of electrons and ions. Sawtooth
substorms event 18 April 2002 has considered detailed in [15]. One of the main goals of
this work was to examine structure of gap in evidence for triggering of the individual teeth
that can see at panels reflecting the conditions in magnetosphere: IMF, solar wind dynamic
pressure variations etc (ACE, Wind, Polar, GOES-10). This data we adapted from [15] in
the middle right of Figure 5.
We made up our mind to consider the concrete situation 1 inside of interval of the
one tooth that was during from 05.30 to 08.00 UT 18 April 2002 approximately both large
scale and small scale simultaneously. Let’s see in Figure 4 and Figure5 when 18 April 2002
the north double auroral oval observed globally from the orbit of IMAGE satellite ((imagers
SI 13 and SI 12 [8] in left top of Figure 4 and camera WIC [7] in top of Figure 5 from
06.40.21 to 06.46.29 UT. In period 06.36-06.51 UT auroral oval was crossed by the satellite
TIMED (at altitude ~630 km), and GUVI-imager [9] mapped FUV-emissions intensity

distributions in the auroral oval (in small-scale) from morning to evening part. In the same
time from 06.33 to 06.44 UT DMSP F15 satellite crossed double auroral oval at the altitude
830 km along sector ~19.20-17.00 MLT approximately when it was over Alaska. We
would like pay attention to row of aspects of this short-time multisatellites situation. In this
time there are data (see Figures 4 and 5): In top left presented two simultaneous global
auroral images obtained in 06.40 UT from: narrowband channels λ135,6 [OI] and λ121,8
nm (Doppler shifted Ly-α) of spectrographic imager SI that illustrate the both electrons and
protons double auroral oval. In the evening part of the oval can see more narrow polerward
branch and wider equatorward branch and gap between its. In global auroral images
obtained from broadband imaging camera WIC in 06.44.26 and 06.46.29 UT (top of Figure
5) equatorward branch and gap are not seen distinctly but more likely similar continuous
diffuse structure. IMF, solar wind dynamic pressure variations etc. (ACE, Wind, Polar,
GOES-10) in this time interval marked by blue lines in in the middle right of Figure 5.
Another (more small scale) auroral images were obtained in the same time approximately
from the TIMED satellite orbit. GUVI imager mapped the double auroral oval in: λ134,3137,7 (doublet [OI] λ135,56 and λ135,85 nm, and one of N2 LBH lines (λ135,4 nm)); and
N2 LBHs (or LBH1) λ141-152,8 nm (LBH + NI λ149,3 nm), and N2 LBHl (or LBH2)
λ167,2-181,2 nm (LBH). Both global images can see in top right Figure 4 (λ135,6 nm and
Ly-α) and WIC (top of Figure 5), and local images (LBH1 and LBH2) from GUVI (when
TIMED crossed auroral oval) in middle left of Figure 5 have reflected clear structure of
“electrons” double-oval (more narrow polerward branch and wider equatorward branch and
gap between its). But inside the GUVI image in λ119,3-123,6 nm the double structure is not
seen almost although auroral λ121,8 nm Ly-α must provide general contribution in integral
intensity. In bottom of Figure 5 can see distributions of characteristic energy of electrons E0
(in keV) in the left and energy flux of electrons (erg/s/sm2) in the right that were calculated
by means of intensity distributions of LBH1 and LBH2. At the evening fragments of images
of auroral oval λ135,6 nm from SI 13 and from GUVI (Figure 4) we overlaid projection of
the orbit DMSP F15 satellite that crossed oval (in the region of Alaska) in 06.36-06.43 UT.
In bottom right from its are presented the energetic spectrogram of precipitating auroral
electrons and ions distributions obtained by means of SSJ/4 analyzer [10] at DMSP F15

satellite. Particular attention causes by the distributions into the gap between equatorward
and poleward branches. We can see thin structures of precipitating electrons distribution
(and consequently, thin structure of small scale field aligned currents (not shown) that were
observed for examples in experiments on the Magion-2 and Magion-3 satellites [16] and
lack of precipitating protons between branches. Thin auroral structure was not resolved by
GUVI because it had 7x7 km space resolution in best case. Unfortunately we can’t find the
time moments of exposition times of auroral photos that were made 18 April 2002 by
J.Russel in Nome (Alaska), and Y.Takasaka – in Whitehorse, Yukon although we think that
these images are in according with electron spectrogram of DMSP F15. Only partly this
situation is reflected in large-scale schematic summary of latitudinal structures (Figure 9 in
[14]. In ~06.40-06.40.30 UT (see diagram SSJ/4) was detected the low gap between of
precipitating electrons. Situation on Fig.4 and 5 demonstrated how much important (for
researches of electrodynamics inside of gap and another relatively long-living phenomena)
small-scale (~0,5-1 km) auroral emissions imaging at low-apogee polar satellite
simultaneous with the large-scale diagnostics from the orbits.
3b. Let’s see the concrete situation 2 in Fig.6 when 16 Dec 2005 low-apogee satellites
TIMED [9] and REIMEI [11] crossed the north auroral oval in near midnight MLT almost
simultaneously (09.10-09.16 UT). DMSP F13 crossed the south auroral oval in ~21.15
MLT (in 09.14-09.16 UT). In GUVI (TIMED) images can see double auroral oval in the
evening sector MLT but we paid attention to midnight sector where REIMEI satellite
(altitude ~633 km) crossed polar region of auroral oval in ~09.15.-09.16 UT. Small-scale
images in one of the 3 channels of multispectral auroral camera (MAC) show the shaggy
structure in oxygen line λ557,7 nm intensity distribution. Electrostatic analyzer of electrons
and ions (EISA on REIMEI) show in this interval the small structured soft (less 1 keV) and
low intensive precipitations of electrons without ions while data of GUVI show that
characteristic energy at polar boarder of auroral oval is ~4 keV (see top the right panel of
Figure 6). DMSP F13 (altitude ~ 830 km) crossed south auroral oval in ~21 MLT sector.
SSJ/4 analyzer detected 3-4 keV low intensive precipitations of electrons and ions at polar
boarder of auroral oval.

Conclusion
It was regarded the data of 2 concrete events in time when the satellites IMAGE, TIMED,
REIMEI and DMSP crossed the auroral oval in order to understand how methodological
particularities of remote auroral imaging with plasma orbital experiments complement
mutually. In time one of the tooth of sawtooth substorms event 18 April 2002 in gap of
double auroral oval in the evening sector the thin structure of soft electrons precipitation
was seen but it was not seen in FUV imagers at IMAGE and TIMED. Most likely it can
explain by relatively low thresholds sensitivity of imaging detectors and rather low spacetime resolution of GUVI-imager because it operating cyclogram connected with rotation of
entrance mirror.
Small-scale auroral imaging (visible and FUV) is necessary for such researches by
having large-scale global FUV measurements from the orbit Molniya type. Multisatellites
observations of M-I interaction are most informative way for researches of diverse
phenomena in aurora and understanding of processes in it. Oddly enough multisatellite and
multi-scale imaging of the polar ionosphere is absent last time. We think that dynamics of
auroral oval and polar cap in different IMF and geomagnetic condition keep many unknown
and misunderstood yet. That is why we intend to make that particularities of perspective
Russian system of observations and researches of different M-I phenomena must be just the
same.
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Captions
Figure 1a. Conditions and geometry of system auroral observation from perspective
Russian satellites: Electro-VO, Meteor-MP, and Zond. Figure adapted and modernized
from Fig.2 in [3]
Figure 1b. Conditions and geometry of auroral structures observations from the orbit of
perspective Meteor-MP satellite (imager Aurorvisor-VIS/MP). Figure adapted and
modernized from Fig. 17 in [3]
Figure.2. Aurovisor-FUV complex structure and informative contributions of every
instrumental modules. Figure adapted and modernized from slide in Presentation [4].
Figure3. Conditions and geometry of observations for auroral structures by means of
auroral imager Laetita from the orbit perspective satellite Zond near wintertime solstice
in north polar hemisphere. Figure adapted and complemented from Fig.15 in [3].
Figure 4. Situation 1: simultaneous observations of double auroral oval in the evening
sector MLT from 3 USA spacecrafts in time one of the tooth of sawthooth event 18 April
2002.
Figure 5. Situation 1 (continuation): simultaneous observations of double auroral oval in
the evening sector MLT from the 3 USA spacecrafts (IMAGE, TIMED, DMSP F15) in
time one of the tooth of sawthooth event 18 April 2002.
Figure 6. Situation 2(16 Dec 2005): almost simultaneous observations of polar boarder
of north auroral oval from the 3 spacecrafts (TIMED, REIMEI, and DMSP F13) and
observations of double auroral oval branches from the satellites TIMED in the evening
sector and DMSP F13 (electrons in ~21 MLT in south auroral oval).

Figure7. Functional loading of perspective program complex “Vector-M+” for solve
problem of remote mapping of electrodynamical conditions of the Earth polar
ionosphere.
Table. 1 Preliminary characteristics of the orbits of perspective Russian spacecrafts, and
characteristics of auroral imagers.
Abbrevations
AKR - auroral kilometric radiation
FAC – field aligned current
FUV – far ultraviolet
IMF – interplanetary magnetic field
LBH – Liman-Birdge-Hopfield bands
MAC – multispectral auroral camera
M-I – magnetosphere-ionosphere
MLT - magnetic local time
SI – spectrographic imager
WIC – wideband imaging camera

